Sabbath
Why is a day of rest important?
The Sabbath is a day blessed by God and set aside for rest and worship. One of the most important
practices of Jesus was finding rest and making time for Sabbath. The human condition is prone to
restlessness and our digital age and consumeristic culture only exacerbates the problem. We must
model the restfulness of Jesus, which is more than just a day, but is a spirit we live by all week long.

1. TEACHING ON SABBATH– Being renewed:
Key Passages on Sabbath to read and reflect on – Genesis 1:31-2:3; Exodus 20:8-11; Deuteronomy 5:1215; Psalm 23; Isaiah 58:13-14; Mark 2:23-3:6; Matthew 12:1-13

Visit https://practicingtheway.org/practices/sabbath to listen to the following teachings
to understand why Sabbath is important and discover what it can do in your life. You can
also find recommended reading on this practice.

2. PRACTICING SABBATH – Being intentional:
Visit https://practicingtheway.org/practices/sabbath and click on each of these circles for
more ideas and resources how to practice a Sabbath.

3. TAKE STEPS TO GROW IN COMMUNITY:
A. To grow in this practice, what is one idea you want to experiment with this coming week / month? How
will you do that?

B. Is there someone that you could connect with for mutual encouragement, learning and accountability
to deepen in this practice? 1 It might be your spouse, sibling, close friend, someone in your life group or
someone else at this workshop.
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This a practical way we can fulfill our vision together at TCBC “Transforming lives through Christ-centred community”
“Let us consider how we may spur one another on toward love and good deeds, not giving up meeting together, as some are
in the habit of doing, but encouraging one another—and all the more as you see the Day approaching” (Hebrews 10:24-25).

